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This sales guide is to be used by sales staff as a training aid. It is not a sales tool and should 
not be shared with customers. Whilst care has been taken to ensure the information provided 
in this guide is accurate, no liability will be accepted for errors or omissions.
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It has never been easier to print T-shirts and other light coloured 
garments. The RICOH Ri 100 is a compact, all-in-one, direct to 
garment (DTG) printer. More affordable than other DTG printers and 
easier to use than heat transfer media, the Ri 100 will prove a game 
changer for a broad range of businesses. 

The Ri 100 is ideal for creative entrepreneurs starting a garment 
printing business or those wanting to add a new profitable product 
line to their existing printing business. 

Retail outlets and visitor attractions can profit from selling bespoke 
merchandise; schools and colleges will be able to produce their own 
branded wearables; and corporate marketing departments can create 
event-specific promotional gifts.

These organisations would, in the past, have outsourced garment 
printing to an external supplier, adding time and cost to the process, 
or printed the garments in-house using heat transfer media. With the 
Ri 100, they can produce high-quality apparel in house.

The Ri 100 is a four-colour (CMYK) DTG printer. It uses Ricoh’s tried 
and tested inkjet technology to print high-quality colour images of 
approximately A4 size onto white or light coloured cotton-based 
garments, including T-shirts, cushion covers and cloth bags. 

Perfect for short run applications, the digital print process allows 
garments to individually personalised. Ricoh’s intuitive garment design 
software, included free of charge with the Ri 100, can be used to 
create eye-catching designs.

Ri 100 targets businesses with short-run, on-demand garment printing 
requirements. User benefits include simple operation, faster job 
turnaround and superior quality.

1. Introduction

The new printer uses Ricoh advanced inkjet technology, similar to that 
of the Ri 3000 and Ri 6000 DTG printers. The fast-moving Ricoh piezo-
electric printheads produce vivid, high-resolution, colour images by 
expressing finely modulated droplets of ink directly onto garments.

Unlike heat transfer media, which adheres to the surface of the 
garment, Ricoh’s water-based pigment inks are absorbed into the 
fabric, and when cured, produce long-lasting colour images which feel 
as soft as the garment itself and do not crack.

The Rh 100 Heating System is offered as an add-on option. The 
heating system can be used to press garments prior to printing and 
to cure prints in post-printing stage. To save space, the printer installs 
on top of the heating system to provide an ultra-compact all-in-one 
garment printing solution. 

The technology is easy-to-use and produces garments of 
merchandisable quality. And, what is more, at the time of launch, 
Ricoh is the only vendor to offer a DTG print solution at this low price 
point!

This guide describes the products in more detail, explaining 
the technology, identifying key advantages and exploring sales 
opportunities.
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 ü Compact, all-in-one, DTG printer

 ü Fast return on investment

 ü High-quality prints

 ü Easy operation, fast turnaround, high-quality

 ü Includes free garment design software
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The RICOH Ri 100 is an entry-level Direct to Garment (DTG) printer. It uses Ricoh inkjet technology 
to print high-quality colour images of approximately A4 size on to white/light coloured cotton/
cotton-polyester mix garments, including T-shirts, cushion covers and cloth bags. Perfect for 
bespoke short run work, the digital workflow allows garments to be personalised.

The compact and easy to use DTG printer needs minimal space and can be positioned on a desk 
or a counter. The integrated heating system can be used to prepare garments prior to printing and 
to fix the printed images. The printer can be positioned on top of the heating system to provide a 
compact all-in-one DTG print solution.

Ri 100 is a four colour (CMYK) printer. It uses Ricoh’s variable drop size on-demand inkjet technology 
to produces vibrant colour images with smooth tonal gradation and dense solids. In speed mode, 
the Ri 100 will print a garment in just 80 seconds, and fine mode only needs 150 seconds. 

2. Quick Overview

Options:

• Ricoh Rh 100 Heating System

• Tray for Standard Size Type 1 (A4)

What is in the box?

• Mainframe (Ri 100)

• RICOH Design Software (CD ROM)*

• Print driver (CD ROM)*

• Tray for Standard Size Type 1 (A4)

• Ink collection unit

• European power cord

• Safety information 

• Quick installation guide
• User manual (CD ROM)
• Maintenance kit (cleaning liquid, 

cleaning tool, cleaning absorber, fan 
filters, protective gloves, cleaning 
paper, cleaning stick, protective 
glasses, dropper, disposal bag)

The main specifications are:

• Compact DTG printer (40 x 70 cm footprint)
• Four colour (CMYK) print process
• Water-based pigment inks 
• Drop on-demand piezo-electric inkjet system
• 2 x Ricoh GH2220 printheads (2 x 384 nozzles)
• 1,200 x 1,200 dpi maximum print resolution
• 291 x 204 mm maximum print area
• Print on white and light coloured garments
• Print on 100% cotton and cotton blends with min. 50% cotton
• Automatic table height adjustment
• Print speed of 80 seconds in speed mode

Consumables:

• Regular or high yield CMYK cartridges*

• Cleaning liquid
• Cleaning absorber
• Cleaning stick
• Cleaning tool 

• Cleaning cartridges (CMYK)
• Ink collection unit
• Printhead
• Fan filter

* Initial ink supply must be purchased with the printer

• Tray for Small Size Type 1 (A5)
• Multi-size tray for sleeve printing*

* Print driver and/or Design Software must be installed on a work station (not included)

DTG Printer

1200 dpi

80 seconds* 

4 colours

* Speed mode

291x204 mm

* Available after launch



3. Sales Highlights

Affordable quality

The RICOH Ri 100 is a game changer. The Ri 100 Direct to Garment printer makes 
high-quality garment printing an affordable reality for small businesses. Businesses 
that would, in the past, have outsourced garment printing can now produce eye-
catching merchandise in-house. The quality is astonishing and customers will be 
impressed with the vivid colours and soft feel.

• Produce eye-catching high-quality merchandise on-demand
• Price point makes DTG printing affordable for small businesses
• Simple operation, fast turnaround, impressive quality
• Professional high-quality prints
• Bright colours, excellent half tones and soft to touch

Instant gratification

The Ri 100 has a small footprint and can easily be positioned on a point-of-sale 
counter, enabling entrepreneurial businesses to sell and produce high-quality 
merchandise on-demand. The production process may be simple but the results are 
stunning. Whether it is a personalised T-shirt, a pretty tote bag or a bespoke cushion 
cover, instant, on-demand production adds value and appeal. 

• Instant, on-demand merchandising solution
• Compact, space saving system can be installed at the point of sale
• Simple production process delivers stunning results
• Produce personalised T-shirts, tote bags, cushion covers and more
• Bespoke, high-quality, ready to wear garments produced in minutes

Simple process

The production process is simple. Little or no training is required and the automated 
process is entirely mess free. There is no need to pre-treat garments. Simply place 
a fresh garment in a tray; prepare it, print it and cure it. The whole process can be 
completed in the little more than five minutes and, whilst the first garment is being 
cured, production can start on the next.

• Simple five-step production process: design, set, press, print and cure
• Garments are held in the same tray throughout the production process
• There is no need to pre-treat garments 
• An LED sensor automatically measures the print height to maximise quality
• Unique integral heating system (option) simplifies production 
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Intuitive RICOH Design Software

Eye-catching garment designs are easily created using Ricoh’s bundled design 
software. The intuitive Windows/Mac-based design application enables users to 
insert images into a variety of pre-set templates, and to overlay graphics with text. 
Garment designs can be previewed on screen and, once approved, printed directly 
to the Ri 100. Because the process is digital, it is easy to change the design from 
one garment to the next.

• Ricoh’s bundled software allows everyone to create eye-catching and unique 
designs

• Simply insert images into one of the pre-set garment templates
• The overlay feature allows text messages and logos to be incorporated 
• Designs can be previewed on screen and printed directly to the Ri 100
• There are no surprises; no mirrored images or misplaced text

Eco-friendly work companions

Ricoh’s Direct to Garment printers are kind to the environment, kind to the people 
working with them and kind to the people wearing the finished garments. Ricoh’s 
water-based pigment inks are non-toxic and do not emit noxious fumes when 
they are being cured and, what is more, the finished garments meet the human-
ecological requirements of Oeko-Tex Standard 100 for textiles which make direct 
contact with the skin.

• Compact design means that the printers take up very little space
• Ricoh’s water-based pigment inks do not emit noxious fumes
• In-house on-demand print solution reduces packaging and shipping
• Process consumes less energy than laser printing heat transfer media
• Finished garments meet the requirements of Oeko-Tex Standard 100

Clean and reliable

The Ricoh piezo-electric printheads produce vivid, high-resolution, colour images 
by expressing finely modulated droplets of ink directly onto garments. The print 
process is clean and self-contained. The printheads are automatically cleaned, the ink 
cartridges are easy to change and operator maintenance is kept to a minimum.

• Clean and self-contained print process
• Variable-size drop on-demand piezo-electric inkjet system
• High precision Ricoh GH2220 printheads 
• Printheads automatically cleaned to avoid nozzles clogging
• Long-life printheads rated at 30 billion actuations per nozzle



4. Ri 100 DTG Workflow
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The Ri 100 uses Ricoh inkjet printheads, like those used in the Ri 3000/6000, to apply 
water-based pigment inks directly onto cotton and cotton/polyester mix garments. 

RICOH Ri 100 is a four colour (CMYK) DTG printer that will print high resolution graphics 
directly onto white and lightly-coloured garments. Unlike the Ricoh Ri 3000/6000, which 
has a white ink channel, it cannot print directly onto dark-coloured garments.

It is not necessary to pre-treat garments prior to printing. The Ri 100’s ink contains a 
binding agent that fixes the coloured pigment to the garment upon curing. This is a 
major advantage, as most DTG printers require garments to be pre-treated. 

A garment is simply placed into a tray ready for processing. The tray holds the garment 
in position and enables it to be moved between the printer and the optional Rh 100 
Heating System without need for repositioning.

Images can be printed directly from the RICOH Design Software or using the bundled 
RPCS-R print driver. The RICOH Design Software and RPCS-R print driver functionality are 
described in more detail overleaf.

Eye-catching garment designs can be created using Ricoh’s bundled design software. The 
intuitive Windows/Mac-based design application enables users to insert images into a 
variety of pre-set templates and to overlay text.

The optional heating system can be used to prepare the garment prior to printing. It 
helps to remove creases and flatten fibres. The tray containing the garment is then 
placed in the Ri 100 for printing.

An LED sensor automatically measures the gap between the fabric and the printhead 
to ensure that optimum print quality is maintained. The Ri 100 printhead then moves 
rapidly over the garment, firing finely modulated droplets of ink.

In speed mode, the Ri 100 will print a garment in just 80 seconds, and fine mode only 
needs 150 seconds.

Once printing is complete, the tray holding the garment is moved back to the Rh 100 
Heating System for curing. It takes 3 to 5 minutes to dry and fix the ink to the garment.

The garment may then be removed from the tray and presented, ready to wear. The 
whole process - design, set, press, print and cure - can be completed in 5 to 10 minutes.

To increase productivity the customer can buy an additional tray, allowing the printer and 
the heating system to be used at the same time.

 ü Simple production workflow

 ü No pre-treatment required

 ü Mount garment in tray 

 ü Design, prepare, print and 
cure

 ü 80 seconds print

Print in 5 simple steps

Step 1 – Choose the design

Use the print driver or Ricoh Design 

Software to send the print job to the 

printer through for example a wireless 

network. 

Step 2 – Set fabric

Simply set garment in the tray.

Step 3 – Prepare

Insert the tray into the heating system 

to smooth out creases and flatten fibres.

Step 4 – Print

Just load and unload the tray with the 

garment – it is that easy.

Step 5 – Cure

Use the heating system with built-in 

safety features to cure the ink for  

long-lasting results.
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Curing explained

Why do we need to cure?

Water based pigment textile inks used in inkjet DTG printers all require specific curing to 
perform correctly. The curing process ensures good durability in the wash.

What does the cure do?

Behind the scenes, nano particles in the ink are hard at work making sure your prints last as 
long as possible. Strict guidelines must be followed or you could find your prints looking dull 
after only a few washes.

The curing process has two main parts. The first one is to remove all the water from the ink 
that has been printed onto the shirt. This will of course air dry in time but it does not prepare 
the garment for general washing, in order to do this the second part must be activated. The 
heat introduced into the curing process activates something called a binder.

When heated to the correct temperature for the right amount of time the ink fixes itself to 
the fibres of the fabric.

 ü Ricoh’s integrated heating system (Rh 100 option) automates the curing process

Print job management 

RICOH Ri 100 RPCS-R Driver

To streamline your production you can simply print from your regular file-print workflow in 
your (wireless) network or through USB connection. Ricoh provides enhanced printer software 
for Mac and Windows platforms free of charge. It has functional colour enhancement tools 
that are useful for Direct to Garment printing.

Print your high-quality garments with fewer clicks

The extensive pallet of settings you can manage yourself such as quality settings and colour 
control. It has all the tools you need to manage your output for specific characteristics of 
particular garments.

The driver allows to print directly from your graphics design programme such as Adobe 
Photoshop. But actually any programme could be used thanks to the single-click icon based 
function. Simply open the file and print as you would do with a regular printer - click on the 
printer button that is available from actually any programme. 

Print job automation

Set and edit default print settings to save time when printing a regular T-shirt. When 
production increases you can diversify with your print settings to match with the behaviour of 
different garments such as tote bags and sweatshirts. Easily automate routine tasks by saving 
pre-sets with specific set of settings for a particular print job or garment. In this way you can 
easily re-print graphics whilst maintaining the same size, quality and colour settings. 
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Colour enhancement

Optimise your colours by changing brightness, contrast and saturation or by selecting one 
of the pre-defined colour profiles. You can increase density of particular colours such a 
red, blue and green. 
 
RICOH Ri 100 RPCS-R Driver - specifications overview

• No graphic design expertise needed to create decorated garments
• Achieve crisp printed garments by adjusting the resolution or uni-directional printing
• Edit default print settings to save time for regular print jobs
• Create custom pre-sets with predefined print settings for specific print jobs
• Easily become an expert with the multilingual user interface and help function
• Adjust brightness, contrast and saturation to optimise the colours to your customers 

favourite

 ü Print directly from any design programme using Ricoh’s icon-based print driver

RICOH Design Software

Whether you are an experienced professional or DTG beginner, Ricoh Design Software lets 
you edit images before printing, with no specialised knowledge or skills required. Even 
smartphone photographs can be printed with ease. 

This software enables you to design the T-shirts you want easily. Create an advanced 
design by editing photographs or other illustrations from your smart phone, USB, SD or 
hard disk. Create stunning designs by combining illustrations, text and frames. 

Two modes can be selected. You can select either Easy Designer or Advanced Designer 
depending on the functions you want to use to create your design. You can create and 
layout design using a wide variety of functions such as editing photos, drawing free forms 
with the pen tool and adding text and frames.

 ü Easily create stunning designs by combining illustrations, text and frames



 
 

The RICOH Ri 100 is positioned as an entry-level Direct to Garment (DTG) printer. This is 
a new market segment for DTG printing and there is no direct competition to the Ri 100. 
Indeed, at the time of launch, Ricoh is the only manufacturer to offer a DTG printer at this 
low price point.

The Ri 100 sits beneath the Ri 3000 and Ri 6000 in Ricoh’s DTG printer range. It also uses 
Ricoh’s tried and trusted inkjet technology but has a smaller printable area and doesn’t offer 
white channel printing, which is a requirement at the high end of the market.

The only real competition to the Ri 100 comes from heat transfer media. This is a process 
in which images are printed onto specialised heat transfer paper using a laser printer and 
transferred to a garment using a heat press. 

5. Product Positioning
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 ü Entry-level DTG printer

 ü New market segment

 ü No direct competition

 ü High-quality alternative to 
heat transfer media

 ü Tried and trusted 
technology

 ü Simple production process

Average sales 
price

Productivity

Polyprint TexJet 
Echo €12,000

Lower print volumes

Used a few times a week
Up to 10 prints per job

Medium print volumes

Daily use
Up to 100 prints per job

€50k

€20k

€10k
Ricoh Ri 3000

Ricoh Ri 6000

Direct to Garment Printer Market 

RICOH Ri 100

<€5k

New market sector: 
Entry-level DTG 

printers

Epson SC-F2000 
€14,000

Kornit Breeze 
€45,000

Existing market sector: 
Mid-range DTG printers 

Brother GTX 
€20,000

Brother GT-381 
€15,500

Brother GT-361 
€13,000



The RICOH Ri 100 targets entrepreneurs, small businesses and larger organisations with 
short-run, on-demand garment printing requirements. 

Customers will include retail outlets and visitor attractions looking to profit from the sale 
of bespoke merchandise, schools and colleges selling branded wearables to students, and 
marketing departments that require branded merchandise for promotional events.

These organisations already will have an established need for garment printing and are 
either purchasing ready-printed garments at high cost from an external print service 
provider or producing garments in-house using heat transfer media. 

Customers will also include entrepreneurs and new start-up businesses who are looking 
to build an income stream using Direct to Garment print technology. These customers 
might include eBay shops offering personalised garment printing services.

The Ri 100 offers significant advantages over outsourced procurement. With its low price 
point and clear advantages, the Ri 100 will turn the market on its head.

Target customer groups are explored below:

6. Target Markets
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Small & home business / start-up

Customer type: 
Creative entrepreneur that enters garment decoration market by using digital technology. These type of companies typically have a strong online 
marketing strategy or act locally through a network of local customers. They sell directly to the consumer or to local businesses such as schools, 
sport clubs and non-private businesses.

Concerns: 
• Seeking new business opportunities. 
• Limited space
• Limited knowledge of (Direct to Garment) printing
• Looking for reliable easy-to-use solution
• Minimum start-up costs

Ricoh sales strategy: 
Start small with limited investment and low level of operator skills so you can focus on bringing in new customers. Up-sell with RICOH Ri 3000/ 
Ri 6000 Direct to Garment printers. Cross-sell with other Ricoh products such as wide and large format printers or solutions such as Web-to-Print, 
marketing automation and VDP.
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Benefits Ri 100:
• High-quality and colour-fast prints with a soft hand feel. Delivers smooth gradations of images and crisp details thanks to Ricoh inkjet 

printhead technology.
• The RICOH Ri 100 is affordable, providing high value and fast ROI. With no additional setup costs, it has never been easier to start your DTG 

business 
• Space saving design. The printer and its finisher can be stacked to maximise functionality without sacrificing your space.
• Complete solution. With RICOH Ri 100 and Rh 100 Finisher you are ready to go. You only need to keep a minimum stock of substrates on-

hand. 
• Easy and safe to operate. 

• Periodic maintenance is carried out through a simple process automatically and semi-automatically by a system prompt.
• Single-click icon-based print drivers
• Edit photographs or illustrations from your smart phone, USB or SD card. Create stunning designs by combining illustrations, text and 

frames. 
• Easily connectable plug and play device. Printer could be added to existing (wireless) network.

Print for pay

Customer type: 
Print service providers that are specialised offering sign graphics or graphic arts applications to a variety of customers mainly in B2B environment.

Concerns: 
• Seeking new business opportunities. 
• Customer demand is changing to new applications like garment decoration
• Limited knowledge of Direct to Garment printing
• Delivery time: want to shorten production time
• Looking for reliable easy-to-use solution
• Minimum start-up costs

Ricoh sales strategy: 
Add new profitable product lines to your business. Stop outsourcing T-shirt orders and start focussing on it. You know printing, garment printing 
is just another substrate.

Benefits Ri 100:
• High-quality and colour-fast prints with a soft hand feel. Delivers smooth gradations of images and crisp details thanks to Ricoh inkjet 

printhead technology.
• An affordable solution to start offering printed garments. With no additional setup costs, it has never been easier to start a DTG business.
• Complete solution. With RICOH Ri 100 and Rh 100 Finisher you are ready to go. You only need to keep a minimum stock of substrates on-

hand. 
• Space saving design. The printer and its finisher can be stacked to maximise functionality without sacrificing your space. 
• Easy and safe to operate. 

• Periodic maintenance is carried out through a simple process automatically and semi-automatically by a system prompt.
• Single-click icon-based print drivers
• Edit photographs or illustrations from your smart phone, USB or SD card. Create stunning designs by combining illustrations, text and 

frames. 
• Easily connectable plug and play device. Printer could be added to existing (wireless) network.

Traditional screen printer

Customer type: 
Typical textile printer that’s using conventional analogue printing method: screen printing. It is most likely using additional garment decoration 
technologies such as embroidery or flex. Not likely to take risks, may not have business or marketing background. This type of customer acts in a 
price sensitive market and sells to local businesses such as schools, sport clubs and non-private businesses. 
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Concerns: 
• I cannot make every job profitable due to high set up and cleaning costs. 
• Delivery time: want to shorten production time.
• Looking for a solution for full colour print jobs
• Limited knowledge of digital printing or Direct to Garment printing

Ricoh sales strategy: 
• Analogue to digital: shift to digital and create hybrid production environment.
• Say “yes” to every job. Make every job profitable thanks to optimised workflow for low volume jobs. 
• Diversify your textile offering. Print Digitally on Demand (in house) with no minimum order quantities.

Benefits Ri 100:
• High-quality and colour-fast prints with a soft hand feel. Delivers smooth gradations of images and crisp details thanks to Ricoh inkjet 

printhead technology.
• An affordable solution to start pioneering with digital print technology. With no additional setup costs, it has never been easier to start a 

DTG business 
• Energy saving. Less waste and pollution and very low power consumption. No safety measures needed.
• Easy to operate and maintain. Periodic maintenance is carried out through a simple process automatically and semi-automatically by a 

system prompt.

Corporate - retail

Customer type: 
Fashion brands, retail shops, boutiques, theme parks and souvenirs shops offering printed fashion garments, souvenirs and (photo) gifts to 
consumers.

Concerns: 
• Delivery time
• Time to market – sampling 
• Seeking new business opportunities. 
• Growing demand for personalisation
• Limited knowledge of Direct to Garment printing
• Health and safety

Ricoh sales strategy: 
• Add new profitable product lines to your business. Stop outsourcing T-shirt orders and start focussing on it. 
• Diversify your textile offering with personalised garments produced at your storefront. (photo gifts – souvenirs)
• Print Digitally on Demand (in house) with no minimum order quantities.
• Fashion brands: use Ri 100 for prototypes in design process

Benefits Ri 100:
• High-quality and colour-fast prints with a soft hand feel. Delivers smooth gradations of images and crisp details thanks to Ricoh inkjet 

printhead technology.
• Rh 100 Heating System has built-in safety features for risk-free operation even in a storefront.
• Complete solution. With RICOH Ri 100 and Rh 100 Finisher you are ready to go. You only need to keep a minimum stock of substrates 

on-hand. 
• Easy and safe to operate. 

• Periodic maintenance is carried out through a simple process automatically and semi-automatically by a system prompt.
• Single-click icon-based print drivers
• Edit photographs or illustrations from your smart phone, USB or SD card. Create stunning designs by combining illustrations, text 

and frames. 
• Easily connectable plug and play device. Printer could be added to existing wireless network
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Corporate - education

Customer type: 
University and college in plant centralised print department (CRD) offering in-house printing services. 

Concerns: 
• Delivery time
• CRD to continue to add value with new applications
• Limited knowledge of Direct to Garment printing
• Health and safety

Ricoh sales strategy: 
• Add new profitable product lines to your business. Stop outsourcing T-shirt orders and start focussing on it. 

Benefits Ri 100:
• An affordable solution to start offering printed garments. With no additional setup costs, it has never been easier to start a DTG business.
• Rh 100 Heating System has built-in safety features for risk-free operation even in a storefront. 
• Complete solution. With RICOH Ri 100 and Rh 100 Finisher you are ready to go. You only need to keep a minimum stock of substrates on-

hand. 
• Easy and safe to operate. 

• Periodic maintenance is carried out through a simple process automatically and semi-automatically by a system prompt.
• Single-click icon-based print drivers
• Edit photographs or illustrations from your smart phone, USB or SD card. Create stunning designs by combining illustrations, text and 

frames. 
• Easily connectable plug and play device. Printer could be added to existing wireless network.

• Eco-friendly. Very low power consumption. No safety measures needed.
• High-quality and colour-fast prints with a soft hand feel. Delivers smooth gradations of images and crisp details thanks to Ricoh inkjet 

printhead technology.

T-shirts are the canvas of choice for Direct to Garment printers

94%
T-shirts

52%
Sweatshirts

/Pants

34%
Polo Shirts

24%
Fleece

21%
Performance 

Wear

18%
Outerwear
(not fleece)

8%
Caps/

Headgear

Source: 2016 Decoration Techniques Survey; research by Nathaniel Kucsma, director of marketing research for ASI (United States).

Respondents could choose more than one category



7. Key Selling Points
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Simple 
process 

Affordable 
price

Professional 
quality

RICOH Ri 100 Direct to Garment Printer

Feature Advantage Benefit

Low price point Lowest priced DTG printer at time of 
launch. 

Affordable solution with fast return-on-
investment.

Simple process It does not require pre-treatment and comes 
with its own Rh 100 Heating System for ink 
curing.

Reduces job turnaround time and improves 
productivity.

Water-based pigment inks Produces vibrant, colour-fast, soft touch 
printed garments.

High-quality prints with a soft hand feel.

RICOH GH2220 printhead High precision printheads with a rated life 
of 30 billion actuations per nozzle.

When following the maintenance guidelines 
the printheads will not need replacing, 
reducing maintenance costs.

Variable drop size The printhead modulates the size of the ink 
dots, producing droplet of 3.5, 16.5 and 37 
pl size.

Produces images with smooth tones and 
dense solids.

All-in-one 
solution

Small 
footprint
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1,200 x 1,200 dpi resolution GH2220 printhead enables the Ri 100 to 
produce prints of very high resolution.

Outstanding image quality can be achieved 
in speed, fine and vivid print modes.

Fast print process In speed mode, the Ri 100 will print a 
garment in just 80 seconds, and fine mode 
only needs 150 seconds.

The fast-moving print heads produce high-
quality graphics at speed, saving time.

RICOH Rh 100 Heating System (Option) The optional heating system installs 
underneath the printer.

Compact and all-in-one DTG print solution 
from the same vendor.

Compact design The Ri 100 has a tiny footprint - just 399 x 
698mm - and can be installed on top of the 
optional Rh 100 Heating System.

With its tiny footprint, the Ri100 can be 
positioned on a retail counter, at the point 
of sale.

Easy change ink cartridges Individual ink cartridges are easily accessed 
from the front of the machine.

Cartridges can be changed in seconds, 
saving time.

Full-process garment trays The trays which hold the garments are not 
heat sensitive and can be used for both the 
printer and heating system.

Saves time as there is no need to reposition 
or reset garments during production.

A4, A5 and multi-size trays There will be several trays available for 
a variety of different garment sizes and 
shapes.

Expands the range of garments that can be 
printed.

Automatic height adjustment An LED sensor automatically measures the 
gap between the fabric and the printhead.

Simplifies production process and ensures 
optimum print quality.

RICOH Design Software Create stunning designs by combining 
illustrations, text and frames.

Easy to use design software makes it easy to 
produce eye-catching merchandise.

RPCS Raster Driver Single-click icon-based print driver that can 
be used with client applications such as 
PhotoShop.

Easily print from a wide range of print 
applications.

USB 2.0, Ethernet and Wireless LAN 
interfaces

Printer connects to Windows and MAC 
based computers and can be used in a 
wired or wireless network environment.

Easily connectable plug and play device.

Low power consumption Inkjet print process consumes considerably 
less energy than laser printing.

Lower carbon emissions than heat transfer 
media.

Automated/semi-automated maintenance Printheads are automatically cleaned and 
other maintenance tasks need only carried 
out when prompted.

Automated/semi-automated maintenance 
reduces downtime. 



8. Specifications
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RICOH Ri 100 DTG Printer

Printhead Type 2 x RICOH GH2220 piezo-electric drop-on-demand inkjet printhead

Number of Nozzles 384 (2 x 192)

Ink Channels 4 channels (CMYK)

Variable Drop Sizes 3.5 / 16.5 / 37 pl

Processor PowerPC 464FP, 800MHz

Memory 128MB (standard and maximum)

Host Interface USB2.0, 10BASE-T/100BASE-TX (ethernet), IEEE 802.11 b/g/n (wireless)

Network/Operating Systems Windows Vista/7/8.1/10/2008 Server/2012 Server/2016 Server

Mac-OSX 10.9 or later

Warm-up Time Less than 35 seconds

Print Speed Speed mode 80 seconds

(A4 tray) Fine mode 150 seconds

Resolution 600 x 600 dpi / 1,200 x 1,200 dpi (maximum)

Printable Area Tray for Standard Size Type 
1 (A4)

291 x 204mm

Tray for Small Size Type 1 
(A5)

204 x 142mm

Printable Garment Type Fabric 100% cotton, cotton blends with min.
50% cotton

Media T-shirt, tote bag, sweatshirt, polo shirt,
cushion cover

Fabric thickness A4 tray Less than 4mm

A5 tray Less than 4mm

Power Source 220-240V, 50/60Hz

Power Consumption Printing Less than 35W

Standby Less than 2W

Dimensions (w x d x h) Installation 399 x 698 x 292.5 mm

 Operation 399 x 760.3 x 292.5 mm

Weight Less than 25 kg

RICOH Rh 100 Heating System

Heating Method Contact heating mode, non-contact heating mode

Warm up Time Less than 6 minutes (23°C -> 175°C)

Press Less than 30 sec

Cure and Dry Approximately 3 to 5 minutes

Temperature Maximum 180°C

Cooling time Less than 8 minutes

Power Source 220-240V, 50/60Hz

Power Consumption Less than 1300W

Dimensions (w x d x h) Less than 400 x 600 x 220mm

Weight Less than 16.5kg



RICOH Ri 100 Consumables

Type Description Size Yield

Ink High Yield (black) 140ml cartridge

High Yield (cyan) 100ml cartridge

High Yield (magenta) 100ml cartridge

High Yield (yellow) 100ml cartridge

Regular Yield (black) 50ml cartridge

Regular Yield (cyan) 35ml cartridge

Regular Yield (magenta) 35ml cartridge

Regular Yield (yellow) 35ml cartridge

Consumables Ink Collection Unit 1 pc 4,000 prints

Cleaning Liquid 150 ml bottle 12 times

Cleaning Absorber 24 pcs / carton 12 times

Cleaning Stick 100 pcs / carton 12 times

Cleaning Tool 1 pc / carton Machine Life

Cleaning Cartridge K 1 pc / carton 1 times

Cleaning Cartridge C 1 pc / carton 1 times

Cleaning Cartridge M 1 pc / carton 1 times

Cleaning Cartridge Y 1 pc / carton 1 times

Printhead 1 pc / carton Machine life

Fan Filter 2 pcs / carton 2,000 prints
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RICOH Ri 100 Target Volumes

Print Volume Average Print Volume 200 per month

 Maximum Print Volume 1,000 per month

Mainframe life 12K prints or 5 years whichever comes first



9. Order / EDP Codes 

Mainframe

Category Item Product Name EDP Code

Mainframe Ri 100 DTG printer (standard) RICOH Ri 100 257001
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The Ri 100 DTG printer is not supplied with ink. Ink must be ordered separately.

Consumables

Category Item Product Name EDP Code

Ink High Yield Ink Cartridge (K) RICOH Garment Ink Cartridge K (Hi Yield) Type 1 257059

High Yield Ink Cartridge (C) RICOH Garment Ink Cartridge C (Hi Yield) Type 1 257060

High Yield Ink Cartridge (M) RICOH Garment Ink Cartridge M (Hi Yield) Type 1 257061

High Yield Ink Cartridge (Y) RICOH Garment Ink Cartridge Y (Hi Yield) Type 1 257062

Regular Yield Ink Cartridge (K) RICOH Garment Ink Cartridge K Type 1 257063

Regular Yield Ink Cartridge (C) RICOH Garment Ink Cartridge C Type 1 257064

Regular Yield Ink Cartridge (M) RICOH Garment Ink Cartridge M Type 1 257065

Regular Yield Ink Cartridge(Y) RICOH Garment Ink Cartridge Y Type 1 257066

Consumables Cleaning Cartridge(K) RICOH Cleaning Cartridge K Type 1 257050

Cleaning Cartridge(C) RICOH Cleaning Cartridge C Type 1 257051

Cleaning Cartridge(M) RICOH Cleaning Cartridge M Type 1 257052

Cleaning Cartridge(Y) RICOH Cleaning Cartridge Y Type 1 257053

Ink Collection Unit RICOH Ink Collection Unit Type 1 257019

Cleaning Liquid RICOH Cleaning Liquid Type 1 257058

Cleaning Tool RICOH Cleaning Tool Type 1 515892

Cleaning Absorber RICOH Cleaning Absorber Type 1 515893

Cleaning Stick RICOH Cleaning Stick Type 1 515894

Fan Filter RICOH Fan Filter Type 1 515903
Printhead HEAD:UNIT J0893983

Options

Category Item Product Name EDP Code

Finisher Rh 100 Heating System RICOH Rh 100 257045

Trays Standard Size Tray RICOH Tray for Standard Size Type 1 (A4) 515874

Small Size Tray RICOH Tray for Small Size Type 1 (A5) 515875



Ricoh Ri 100 is typically being sold on a user-maintenance basis (non-contracted deals). Ink and 
consumables are sold separately as well as additional technical support services which are invoiced 
based on time & material.  The Ri 100 is covered by a limited one-year warranty.

Direct to Garment inkjet printers, such as the Ri 100, generally require higher levels of operator 
maintenance than laser printers. The Ri 100 maintenance programme is largely automated 
however the following schedule must be maintained:

Automatic Maintenance

The printheads are automatically cleaned to clean the printing nozzles

Semi-automatic Maintenance

When prompted, the operator needs to clean both the maintenance station and printheads. 
This is likely to be on a monthly basis but the actual frequency will be determined by factors 
such as print volume and operating environment.

10. Maintenance and Support
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Ri 100 is an entry-level Direct to Garment (DTG) printer. This is a new market segment 
and there is no direct competition to the Ri 100. Potential customers may however 
already be using or considering dye-sublimation or heat transfer media as a means to 
decorate garments.

This is a process in which images are printed onto specialised heat transfer paper using a 
laser printer and transferred to a garment using a heat press. The production process is 
described below. 

Heat transfer media

Heat transfer media, also known as T-shirt paper or image transfer paper, is a specialised 
media, which comprises paper, coating and pigment. Images can be printed onto the 
media using a dye-sublimation inkjet printer or a laser printer and transferred using an 
iron or heat press. It is suitable for various applications such as garments, mugs, flip flops, 
mouse pads, awards, tote bags etc.

There’s an extensive range of transfer paper available. Each is optimised for different print 
processes (e.g. inkjet dye-sublimation, laser printing and white toner laser printing) and is 
compatible with different substrates (e.g. wood, ceramics or fabrics; light or dark coloured 
and cotton, polyester or mixed).

It is vital to choose a transfer media and print process that is optimised for the application. 
Using the wrong transfer media can result in applications with poor quality and durability. 
As an example. It’s not possible to use a laser printer to print on 100% polyester fabrics. 
With a dye-sublimation inkjet printer you are able to print on 100% polyester, but only 
white polyester fabrics.

Dark fabrics require transfer paper that has a white background which is transferred onto 
the fabric with the ink/toner. If light-garment transfer paper is used, there will be show-
through. 

Image on the transfer paper is transferred to the garment using an iron or a specialised 
heat press. Use of a heat press can be an objection, particularly in retail environments, 
where space may be limited and where there are concerns about safety.

Before the transfer is applied to the substrate, it is sometimes necessary to trim and weed 
the transfer media. This is a process which could be automated with a cutting machine.

Because the transfer media adheres to the surface of the garment, the images have a hard 
texture. Eventually, the rigidness very much depends on the quality of transfer media being 
used. 

11. Competitor Landscape
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 Î Specialised transfer media

 Î Use of wrong media can 
result in unmerchandisable 
goods

 Î Mirror image printing 
required for light garments

 Î Trimming and weeding can 
be laborious

 Î Surface mounted images feel 
more rigid
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OKI Pro7411WT Laser Printer

The OKI Pro7411WT is the best selling white toner laser printer and is widely used for 
printing onto heat transfer media. 

The Pro7411WT is desktop laser printer with a white toner channel. White toner is not 
dense enough to act as a background layer but is used as a 
glue. The coating on the transfer sheet only adheres to the 
white toner, resulting in a print with no coating film 
outside the image area. This eliminates the need for 
weeding and trimming.

It is marketed as a graphic arts solution and can 
be used to produce graphics for both light and 
dark coloured garments (using the appropriate 
light or dark garment transfer media). It can also 
be used to print images for a wider variety of 
merchandise goods, including mugs.

 Î Best selling white toner 
laser printer

 Î Requires use of specialised 
heat transfer media

 Î More complex and laborious 
production process

 Î Laser printer fusing unit and 
heat press increases energy 
consumption 

 Î OKI printer and standalone 
heat press use more space 
than Ri 100 and Rh 100
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